
Commodities World: 
the new Eldorado ? Or just a new battle field 

in a globalized economy ?



A first vision

«When they rise they transfer riches and 

power from consumers to producers; when 

they fall, it is as near as anything in 

economics to a free lunch for consumers»

(C. Giles, 

FT,24.10.2014)
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Defining the commodities

• Generic term for any marketable item produced to 
satisfy want or need - Economic commodities comprise 
goods and service

• The more specific meaning of the term commodity is 
applied to goods only. It is used to describe a class of 
goods for which there is demand, but which is supplied 
without qualitative differentiation across a market 

• A commodity has full or partial fungibility; that is, the 
market treats its instances as equivalent or nearly so 
with no regard to who produced them. What is the 
taste of wheat ? Can you where it comes from ?



The new consumption areas



The oldest index



The global index boom



Commodities prices: 
twenty years of growth



The most recent trends
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Food commodities



A growing population
in a different geographical distribution



“Every six seconds a child dies of hunger. 
More people are going to bed hungry now

than two to three years ago”
(Paul Polman, CEO of Unilever, January 2012)



55 food commodities index



Similarities and differences in the long run
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“There is no better fertilizer than high prices”         
(old farming proverb)







Food security and state intervention



The cost of reducing agricultural sector



Reducing agricultural sector



The stock, even more important



Don’t forget the nature, and el Niño
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Industrial commodities



The metals: producers and consumers 1.0



The metals: producers and consumers 2.0



The metals: producers and consumers 3.0



Golden run also for minor metals



The biggest consumer ?



Where they import from ?



Increasingly dependent from imports





China production and consumption





An (unusual) increasing trade deficit





The biggest (chinese) soyabean eaters



A very strong mutual attraction 1.0



The mutual attraction



We too…
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Market Commodities and Trading Places



The role of Financial Markets

Commodities futures markets have existed in the United States since 1865. A 

commodities futures contract is a standardized legal agreement to transact in 

a physical commodity at some designated future time. It is standardized in the 

sense that it spells out the time and place of delivery as well as the quantity 

and quality of commodity to be delivered. The only unspecified portion of the 

contract is the price, which is determined in the commodities futures 

marketplace.



For sure, something strange happened

• “A Tidal Wave of Fund Flow - Despite the 
economic gloom many commodity prices hit 
new highs in recent weeks, driven largely by 
investment inflows” 

• (Citigroup - April 7, 2008)

• “You have a generalized commodity bubble due 
to commodities having become an asset class 
that institutions use to an increasing extent” 
(George Soros, April 17, 2008)

• “Without question increased fund flow into 
commodities has boosted prices” 

• (Goldman Sachs - May 5, 2008)



Index speculator demand has driven prices higher
In the five years from 
2003 to July 2008 
commodity index
investment rose by a 
factor of 25 times from  
$13 billion to  $317 
billion, and 
commodities prices
have tripled



Some evidence that Index Speculator demand is driving process higher

Every single one of the 25 
commodities which make
up the S&P GSCI and the 
DJ-AIG indices have all
risen.

If purely fundametal
economic factors were at
work, the one would
expect to see some prices
going up and some prices
going down. 

By average all prices
skyrocked more than
200%



The same story happened with oil

Speculators have 
increased their 
demand for oil by 
919 million 
barrels between 
2003 and 2008. 
This increase is 
nearly equivalent 
to the increase in 
Chinese demand



Nevertheless, never forget the differences in dimensionsU.S. Commodity Futures 
Trading Modernization Act 
passed in 2000 liberalized 
the market. It opened  the 
door to all investors 
(hedge funds, pension  
funds, investment banks) 
to trade commodities 
futures without any kind of  
limitation  concerning the 
market position, the 
disclosure and 
transparency issues, and 
the supervision of the 
supervision authorities


